
Nature on and around your baby
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Diletta

When my babies were born, Neri and Enea, looking into their eyes I saw 
what Nature has created most beautiful.
I saw the blue of the sea, the infinity of the sky, the light of the stars, 
the immense expanses of meadows and the most beautiful colors of the 
flowers. I wanted nature to be on them and around them, so Dili Best 
Natural was born.
Clothing, linen and furnishings designed and made with the best fabrics 
from natural and certified fibers.

From a mother to all mothers and their sweet babies.



BreathaBle and thermoregulator

Gots and oeko-tex materials

anti-microBial and hygroscopic

organic

soft and luminous

Vegan and animal loVers

We used natural fibers such as bamboo and cotton. 
Bamboo having a porous structure has the power to 
absorb excess sweat and provide perspiration thus 
maintaining a natural body thermoregulation.

A unique feature of bamboo fabrics is its antibacterial 
quality due to an anti-microbial bio agent that is 
inherent in the fiber itself. It is called “bamboo kun” 
and tends to reduce bacteria hidden in the fibers of the 
clothes and therefore on the skin,

Bamboo was once called “artificial silk”, soft on the 
skin, enveloping and imperceptible, perfect for baby’s 
delicate skin. Bamboo fiber is part of the viscose family 
and its luster is one of the most appreciated qualities.

The fibers used are guaranteed gots which is the most 
important international standard for the sustainable 
production of garments made of natural fibers from 
organic farming; the oeko-tex certification certifies its 
non-toxicity and healthiness.

The organic fabrics, specifically the cotton used, are 
produced through organic production systems and the use 
of chemical pesticides and fertilizers, toxic and persistent 
in the environment, has been eliminated. Cotton does not 
come from genetically modified (gmo) seeds.

We love nature and our raw materials also love it. Our 
fabrics respect animals and the environment therefore 
they have the characteristic of sustainability of it. 
Organic cotton is a sustainable and ecological material.

because
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Bamboo bodysuits

Bamboo viscose is the artificial silk that will embrace your baby in a soft embrace. 

Highly elastic, it respects baby’s sensitive skin by promoting perspiration.

Imperceptible on the body, it avoids the annoying itching sensations.

DBN04B02 
Bamboo body tank top

DBN08B02 
Bamboo long sleeve body

DBN06B02 
Bamboo short sleeve body

DBN05B02 
Bamboo crossed body tank top

DBN09B02 
Bamboo crossed long sleeve body

DBN07B02 
Bamboo crossed short sleeve body
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Bamboo jumpsuit

Clothing made of bamboo viscose creates a 

small screen against uV rays and if in direct 

contact with the skin, on summer days, it 

helps to protect yourself from the sun’s 

rays. Soft and elastic with rounded opening, 

it adapts perfectly to the child’s body.

DBN01B22 
Bamboo jumpsuit
GREY

DBN01B03 
Bamboo jumpsuit
LIGHT BLUE

DBN01B01 
Bamboo jumpsuit
PINK

DBN01B09 
Bamboo jumpsuit
IVORY
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Bamboo and nature lovers

DBN02B01 
Bamboo baby trousers + l/s shirt  PINK

DBN02B03 
Bamboo baby trousers + l/s shirt  LIGHT BLUE

DBN02B22 
Bamboo baby trousers + l/s shirt  GREY

Bamboo set baby trousers + l/s shirt

detai ls
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Bamboo chenille jumpsuit

DBN01V01
Bamboo chenille jumpsuit  PINK

DBN01V03
Bamboo chenille jumpsuit  LIGHT BLUE

DBN01V09
Bamboo chenille jumpsuit  IVORY

Soft, smooth and enveloping, these are the characteristics of bamboo chenille. 

Coming, like viscose, from bamboo it is know for the same properties. 

Proceeding with suitable care, including washing and ironing on the contrary, 

it will guarantee its softness unchanged over time.
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My velvet baby set

Bamboo chenille set baby 
trousers + l/s kimono

DBN02V01
Bamboo chenille baby trousers
+ l/s kimono  PINK

DBN02V09
Bamboo chenille baby trousers
+ l/s kimono  IVORY

DBN02V03
Bamboo chenille baby trousers
+ l/s kimono  LIGHT BLUE
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DBN10B0900 
Bamboo viscose bib (set 2 pcs)  IVORY

DBN10B2200
Bamboo viscose bib (set 2 pcs)  GREY

DBN10B0100
Bamboo viscose bib (set 2 pcs)  PINK

DBN10B0300
Bamboo viscose bib (set 2 pcs)  LIGHT BLUE

Bamboo bibs

Terry bamboo 
feeding bib

DBN230101
Terry bamboo feeding bib  PINK

DBN230103 
Terry bamboo feeding bib  LIGHT BLUE

DBN230106 
Terry bamboo feeding bib  GREEN TEA
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DBN12B0900 
Bamboo jersey wrap  IVORY

DBN12B2200 
Bamboo jersey wrap  GREY

DBN12B0100
Bamboo jersey wrap  PINK

DBN12B0300 
Bamboo jersey wrap  LIGHT BLUE

Bamboo jersey wrap
Bamboo viscose garment essential for the birth of the newborn. 

An imperceptible blanket able to embrace the baby and make him feel safe.

DBN11B0900
Bamboo hat (set 2 pcs.)
IVORY

Newborn elf bamboo hat

DBN11B2200 
Bamboo hat (set 2 pcs.)
GREY

DBN11B0100 
Bamboo hat (set 2 pcs.)
PINK

DBN11B0300 
Bamboo hat (set 2 pcs.)
LIGHT BLUE
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Natural luxury packaging

Bamboo Mom night dress and
short sleeve t-shirt
Comfortable nightgown with front opening for perfect use before 

childbirth and during breastfeeding. It glides on like silk on the 

skin avoiding itching. The short sleeve t-shirt is a fundamental item 

during childbirth in order to have immediate breast’s contact with 

the baby.

DBN14B0900
S/s night dress  IVORY

DBN14B2200
S/s night dress  GREY

DBN18B0900
S/s t-shirt  IVORY

DBN18B2200
S/s t-shirt  GREY

Night & Day
Mom 

clothing
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Set shorts & cami

DBN15B2200 
Bamboo Mom short pajama  GREY

DBN15B0900 
Bamboo Mom short pajama  IVORY

DBN16B0900 
Bamboo Mom long pajama  IVORY

DBN16B2200
Bamboo Mom long pajama  GREY

Bamboo Mom 
long pajama

During summer season, the softness of bamboo and its anti-sweat 

characteristics will facilitate the first nights as a mother. Adjustable 

shoulder strap in the tank top and adjustable waist string in shorts.
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Wood and green solution

Pillows
Heart cm 35x40 - Star cm 35x35

FEATURES:

Double height beech wooden bed with drawer
L 132 cm - P 68 cm - H 101,5 cm

Changing table with handle and terry pillow
L 80 cm - P 47,5 cm - H 91 cm

The beech wood used is FSC guaranteed for responsible forest safety.

Non-toxic water-based paints and surfaces with antibacterial properties.

DBN19S0106
STAR PILLOW

DBN19C0109
HEART PILLOW

DBN841806   Bed

GREEN TEA

DBN870206   changing taBle

GREEN TEA
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Pink blush

Bamboo terry fabric with soft 
save corner reductor

Pillows
Heart cm 35x40 - Star cm 35x35

DBN19C0101
HEART PILLOW

DBN19S0101
STAR PILLOW

DBN841801   Bed

PINK BLUSH
DBN870201   changing taBle

PINK BLUSH
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Color mood

DBN841802   Bed

WHITE
DBN870202   changing taBle

WHITE
DBN19C0103
HEART PILLOW

DBN19S0103
STAR PILLOW

Pillows
Heart cm 35x40 - Star cm 35x35

DBN841803   Bed

DUSTY BLUE
DBN870203   changing taBle

DUSTY BLUE
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Bumper, duvet cover 
and bamboo filling 

for duvet cover 

for bed

Double face bumper
cm 45 x 210

DBN54C0106
GREEN TEA

DBN54C0103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN54C0101
PINK

The softness of the materials

Duvet cover for bed with pillowcase
cm 100 x 135 + cm 60 x 40

Filling for duvet cover for bed
TOG 7.5 - cm 100 x 135 

Soft filling in bamboo and fiber 
with soft bamboo jersey cover

DBN490106
GREEN TEA

DBN490101
PINK

DBN490103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN349B00
WHITE
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Sheet set for bed, cradle and pram 
in organic cotton

Sheet set for bed (top sheet + pillowcase)
cm 110 x 160 + 60 x 40

Sheet set for cradle/pram (top sheet + pillowcase)
cm 80 x 110 + 35 x 40

Sheet cover for mattress for bed
cm 63 x 125

Sheet cover for mattress for bed, bamboo jersey 
cm 63 x 125  

Sheet cover 2 pcs. for mattress for cradle/pram (organic cotton + bamboo jersey) 
cm 48 x 92

Sheet cover 2 pcs. for mattress for cradle/pram 
cm 48 x 92

DBN620103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN620101
PINK

DBN620106
GREEN TEA

DBN2640106
GREEN TEA

DBN610103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN2640101
PINK

DBN610101
PINK

DBN2640103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN610106
GREEN TEA

DBN2610103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN2610101
PINK

DBN2610106
GREEN TEA

DBN264J0102
WHITE

DBN261J0102
WHITE

for bed

for cradle and pram
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Cotton and Bamboo blanket 
for pram/cradle

Cotton and Bamboo blanket for pram/cradle
cm 80 x 100

WINTER cotton and bamboo blanket for pram/cradle
cm 80 x 100

cotton and 
bamboo

WINTER
cotton and 

bamboo

DBN106CB0101
PINK

DBN106CB0102
WHITE

DBN106CB0103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN106CB0109
IVORY

DBN1090101
PINK

DBN1090103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN1090109
IVORY

Light blanket
cm 70 x 100

Jersey and bamboo chenille blanket
cm 80 x 90

DBN1060101
PINK

DBN1060103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN1060109
IVORY

DBN1050101
PINK

DBN1050103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN1050109
IVORY
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Bamboo terry bath towel and poncho

details

cm 86 - 0-2 years  cm 102 - 2-4 anni years

Poncho bamboo terry bath towel

Bamboo terry bath towel with hood
cm 75x75

Maxi bamboo terry bath towel 
with towel and mitt
cm 100 x 100 + 50 x 60

DBN08P0202
WHITE

DBN08P0902
IVORY

DBN08P0302
LIGHT BLUE

DBN670103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN670101
PINK

DBN670109
IVORY

DBN08P0102
PINK

DBN08P0224
WHITE

DBN08P0924
IVORY

DBN08P0324
LIGHT BLUE

DBN08P0124
PINK

DBN080101
PINK

DBN080103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN080106
GREEN TEA

Feeding pillow

Feeding pillow with Bio cotton and bamboo terry cover
cm 70 x 70 - gr 800

DBN57000101
PINK

DBN57000106
GREEN TEA

DBN57000103
LIGHT BLUE

Bamboo terry cover for PVC 
changing pad
cm 50 x 80

PVC washable changing pad
cm 50 x 80

DBN21COVER02
WHITE

DBN21COVER09
IVORY

DBN21COVER01
PINK

DBN21COVER03
LIGHT BLUE

DB21PVC00
WHITE

Bamboo terry cover for PVC changing pad
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Baby Olivia

Nannadì relax-space with doudou 
blanket included. Bottom made 

by bamboo terry to promote 
perspiration during the 

baby’s rest

Nannadì relax-space

NannaDì relax-space with bamboo terry mattress included and doudou blanket
cm 85/90 x 50 x h 11/18

DBN55000106
GREEN TEA

DBN55000101
PINK

DBN55000103
LIGHT BLUE

Sleeping and night sack

Small night sack cm 70
TOG 2.2

DBN97001S03
LIGHT BLUE

DBN97001S02
IVORY

DBN97001S01
PINK

Night sack cm 70/90
TOG 2.2 - bio cotton and bamboo jersey

DBN97001F03
LIGHT BLUE

DBN97001F06
GREEN TEA

DBN97001F01
PINK
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DBN102C0103 DBN102C0101 DBN102C0106

Palm moses basket with blanket, mattress 
and reducer    cm 87 x 45 x h 30 - prof. 26

Natural
You&Me
Linen

Blanket for YOU&ME cradle
cm 70 x 85

Sheet set 3 pcs.(top + cover for mattress + pillowcase) for YOU&ME cradle
cm 80 x 110 + 51 x 94 + 40 x 35

Palm moses 
basket

DBN133C0103
LIGHT BLUE

Wooden structure for palm moses 
basket     cm 85/65 x 45 x h 52

DBN133C0102
IVORY

DBN133C0101
PINK

DB131N0002
WHITE

DBN621C0103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN621C0101
PINK

DBN621C0106
GREEN TEA

Miss cradle with reducer

Miss complete cradle with reducer
cm 68 x 102 x h 85 x prof. 35 - h veil 74

DBN32160101
PINK

DBN32160103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN32160102
IVORY
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Wooden pacifier holder
according to the rules EN71 - cm 21

Packaging
e stand

Stand

Packaging

Crochet pacifier holder

Accessories
for pacifier

Soft bamboo terry small basket
cm 26 x 35 x h 15

for bath

DBN1460103
LIGHT BLUE

DBN1460101
PINK

DBN1460106
GREEN TEA

DBN680101
PINK

DBN680102
WHITE

DBN680103
LIGHT BLUE

Big stand h 160 cm Small stand h 88 cm

DBN010100
10 mt gift stripe and 20 pcs. stickers

DBN020100
Carton baby hanger (20 pcs.)

DBN030100
Bags (10 pcs.) - cm 28 x  35
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Picci® si riserva di apportare qualsiasi modifica ai modelli ed alla gamma di articoli proposta in questo 
catalogo, senza peraltro cambiarne l’insieme e mantenendo la qualità dell’articolo fotografato.

Le tinte e le misure riportate sul catalogo sono puramente indicative.
La società si riserva, inoltre, la possibilità di eliminare dal catalogo, in qualsiasi momento, articoli che 
per ragioni produttive non possono essere consegnati, senza peraltro eliminare la Collezione in oggetto 

e darne informazione diretta al cliente.
È vietata la riproduzione di ogni singola immagine anche se parziale.

Per eventuali errori tipografici di codici e descrizioni l’azienda declina ogni responsabilità.

Arredatrice d’immagine: Picci Styling
Photo: Mirko Turatti SPB Studio
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